The daily report highlights the violations behind Israeli home demolitions and demolition threats in the occupied Palestinian territory, the confiscation and razing of lands, the uprooting and destruction of fruit trees, the expansion of settlements and erection of outposts, the brutality of the Israeli Occupation Army, the Israeli settlers violence against Palestinian civilians and properties, the erection of checkpoints, the construction of the Israeli segregation wall and the issuance of military orders for the various Israeli purposes.

**Brutality of the Israeli Occupation Army**

- Israeli occupations Army (IOA) had raided and searched a blacksmith workshop belonging to Inad Abu Taha, in addition to a lathing workshop in the Hebron-are Yatta town in the southern West Bank. Israeli forces were heavily deployed across the area. (Maannews 14 September 2017)
- The Israeli occupation Army (IOA) stormed the town of Issawiya in occupied East Jerusalem and conducted extensive searches in several lands in the town. Among the plots of land that were raided is one
belonging to Hamdan family, claiming that it was looking for weapons in the area. (WAFA 14 September 2017)

- Israeli occupation Army (IOA) stormed the village of Kufeiret southwest of Jenin, raided shops, arrested a number of young men and checked their identities after interrogating them. (WAFA 14 September 2017).

- The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) raided several houses in Yatta town, south of Hebron in the area of Abu al-Arjan belonging to Maher Shawamra, Yasser Shawamra, Yusuf Shawamra, and Riad Namura; on the pretext of searching for weapons. (WAFA 14 September 2017)

**Israeli Arrests**

- An Israeli military court extended the detention of two injured Palestinians for an additional 11 days. The detentions of Haitham Hassan Issa Jaradat, 15, from the Hebron Governorate town of Sair and Laith Muamer Daraghma, 18, from the northern West Bank city of Tubas, were extended. The two were detained earlier this week after being shot with live fire by the IOA. The 15 year-old Jaradat was shot with a bullet in the back that penetrated his abdomen and came out through his stomach. (Maannews 14 September 2017)

- In the northern West Bank, Israeli occupation Army (IOA) detained Moussa Ghawadra, 35, from Bir al-Basha village in Jenin. (Maannews 14 September 2017)

- Israeli occupation Army (IOA) detained Hassan Husni Abu Zant, 35, and Samer Khalid Muhammad Ghanem, 35, in a neighborhood west of Tulkarem city. The IOA had raided and searched the homes of Abu Zant and Ghanem before detaining them. Clashes erupted in the area following the raids and detentions, as the IOA fired stun grenades and tear gas bombs at Palestinians. (Maannews 14 September 2017)

- In the central West Bank, Israeli occupations Army (IOA) detained five Palestinians from the Qalandiya refugee camp in Ramallah, and were identified as Muhammad Nimr al-Luzi, Ahmad Hasan Mteir, Nael Abed al-Rahman, Adham al-Qumbuz, and Wissam Abu Lafi. The IOA also raided and searched several houses in the refugee camp, causing clashes to erupt that continued until the morning hours during which Israeli soldiers, opened live ammunition, rubber-coated steel bullets, tear gas, and stun grenades at Palestinian youths. (Maannews 14 September 2017)

- Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) raided Yatta town, south of Hebron, and searched the house of Tha’er Makhamra in the Jabal al-Arous area
in Yatta and summoned him for interrogation. (WAFA 14 September 2017)

- The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) seized a sum of 48,000 shekels from the house of prisoner Murad Abdullah Idais before arresting his father 49, in Yatta town, south of Hebron. (WAFA 14 September 2017)

**Israeli Settler Violence**

- Israeli Settlers residing in the outpost that was recently established on lands of Al Himmah area in the northern Jordan valleys have chased Palestinian sheep herders in the area in an attempt to prevent them from coming back again to the area. (WAFA 14 September 2017)

**Other**

- Representatives of the Israeli military and the Civil Administration (CA) came to the Palestinian community of Khan al-Ahmar, which lies east of Jerusalem, and notified residents that their only remaining option is to move to al-Jabal West – a “relocation” site allocated to the community without consulting them next to the Adu Dis garbage dump. The community’s lawyer, Att. Shlomo Lecker, had expressly informed the Civil Administration officer in charge that he is not permitted to meet with his clients without his consent and presence – yet the CA went ahead regardless. This came ahead of a High Court hearing scheduled for Monday, 25 Sept., on the community’s petitions against the state’s plan to demolish all its structures and on a petition by settlements in the area of Ma’ale Adumim to demolish the Khan al-Ahmar school. The CA’s actions appear to be paving the way for the state to claim that it is acting in good will and has consulted the community. Demolition of an entire community in the Occupied Territories is virtually unprecedented since 1967. Under the Fourth Geneva Convention, which Israel is obliged to respect in all its actions in the West Bank, this amounts to forcible transfer of protected persons, which constitutes a war crime. (BTSELEM 14 September 2017)